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1 Introduction
The ability to perform quantum error-correction is essential in many quantum information
processing tasks. In various scenarios involving qubit channels one can benefit from the
presence of asymmetry in the respective probabilities of the bit-flip and the phase-flip errors.
In the combined amplitude damping and dephasing channel investigated in [7] and [10],
for example, the probabilities of the bit and the phase flips are related to the relaxation and
the dephasing time, respectively, whose ratio can then be used to quantify the channel’s
asymmetry.
A scheme for fault-tolerant quantum computation that works effectively against highly
biased noise, where dephasing is far stronger than all other types of noise, is presented in [1].
The accuracy threshold for quantum computation are shown to be improved by exploiting
this noise asymmetry.
Quantum codes tailored to handle a particular ratio of asymmetry present in the chan-
nel are usually called asymmetric quantum codes (AQCs). Of the systematic construction
methods for AQCs, the most widely used is the standard CSS construction, named after
Calderbank, Shor, and Steane, that links a pair of nested classical linear q-ary codes to a
q-ary AQC whose parameters can be directly deduced from the parameters of the corre-
sponding classical code pair. More background materials on the theoretical derivations of
the basic facts can be found in [12] and the references cited therein.
Let Ci for i ∈ {1,2} be a q-ary linear code with length n, dimension ki and minimum
distance di. Let C⊥i be the Euclidean dual of Ci. To design a standard CSS AQC with
good parameters the following three requirements need to be satisfied. First, we require that
C⊥1 ⊂C2. Second, for fixed values of (q,n,d2), the dimension k2 must be as large as possi-
ble. Third, k1 must also be as large as possible for specified values of (q,n,d1). Since the
Euclidean inner product is non-degenerate, the third condition implies that the codimension
of C⊥1 in C2 should be as large as possible.
Since the requirements are well-understood, many families of nested classical codes
have been recognized as natural choices in the construction. Prior works have made use of
cyclic codes and their subfamilies such as the BCH and the quadratic residue (QR) codes.
Other families that have been investigated include the low-density parity-check (LDPC)
codes, the Reed-Muller codes, the Reed-Solomon codes and their generalization, the char-
acter codes, the affine-invariant and the product codes. Classical propagation methods have
also been applied to construct AQCs of higher lengths based on already constructed ones.
The tables provided in [8] and the references therein provide a summary of previously con-
structed families of AQCs. Note that most of the results in the MDS family presented in [8,
Table 2] were mistakenly attributed to [12] instead of to the correct source [4].
This paper derives q-ary CSS AQCs with good parameters based on nested polynomial
codes first introduced by Xing and Ling in [11] and, henceforth, called XL codes. These
codes fit nicely into the standard CSS framework since they generally have good parameters
for their range of lengths (q2− q)/2 ≤ n ≤ (q2 + 2)/2 and their nestedness is self-evident.
However, since the dual of an XL code is not necessarily an XL code, the challenge is to un-
derstand the structure of the duals of some carefully chosen subcodes of large codimension
of the XL codes. This, to the best of our knowledge, had not been considered before.
Our investigation leads to a more complete picture in the studies of AQCs based on XL
codes. For dx ∈ {2,3,4} the exact parameters of the resulting AQCs are explicitly deter-
mined. For dx = 5 we have enough information to set a good lower bound on the distances
while all other parameters can be easily derived from the properties of the classical pair. For
prime power q ≤ 9, the data on currently best-known q-ary linear block codes in Grassl’s
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online tables [6] can be efficiently used to provide a performance benchmark as a measure
of optimality.
After this introduction, Section 2 reviews important definitions and establishes a certifi-
cate of optimality based on the state of the art knowledge on classical codes. A summary
of the construction and parameters of the XL codes is provided in Section 3 where partic-
ular attention is given to subcodes of XL codes with dual distances in the set {2,3,4,5}.
The parameters of the resulting pure q-ary AQCs are then computed explicitly for q ∈
{3,4,5,7,8,9} in Section 4. In many instances they can be certified to be optimal or best-
known based on Theorem 2 given in Section 2. A summary and several open directions form
the last section.
All computations in this work are done using MAGMA [3] Version 2.19-3.
2 Preliminaries
Let q be a prime power and Fq be the finite field having q elements. A linear [n,k,d]q-code C
is a k-dimensional Fq-subspace of Fnq with minimum distance d := min{wt(v)|v ∈C \{0}},
where wt(v) denotes the Hamming weight of v ∈ Fnq. Given two distinct linear codes C
and D, wt(C \D) denotes min{wt(u)|u ∈ C \D}. Given q,n, and d, let Bq(n,d) denote
max{qk| there exists an [n,k,d]q-code}.
When discussing a specific code C, we use d(C) and dim(C) to denote its minimum
distance and dimension as an Fq-subspace, respectively.
For u = (ui)ni=1, v = (vi)
n
i=1 ∈ Fnq, their Euclidean inner product is given by (u,v)E :=
∑ni=1 ui · vi. With respect to this inner product, the dual C⊥ of C is given by
C⊥ :=
{
u ∈ Fnq|(u,v)E = 0 for all v ∈C
}
.
Let dx and dz be positive integers. A quantum code Q in Vn = (Cq)⊗n with dimen-
sion K ≥ 1 is called an asymmetric quantum code with parameters ((n,K,{dz,dx}))q, or
[[n,k,{dz,dx}]]q with k = logq K whenever Q is a stabilizer code, if Q is able to detect any
combination of up to dx−1 bit-flips (or X-errors) and up to dz−1 phase-flips (or Z-errors)
simultaneously.
The standard CSS construction is given in e.g. [2,12].
Theorem 1 Let Ci be linear codes with parameters [n,ki,di]q for i ∈ {1,2} with C⊥1 ⊆C2.
Let
dz := wt(C2 \C⊥1 ) and dx := wt(C1 \C⊥2 ). (1)
Then there exists an AQC Q with parameters [[n,k1 + k2−n,{dz,dx}]]q. The code Q is said
to be pure whenever dz = d2 and dx = d1.
Remark 1 All CSS codes are stabilizer codes. In the literature it is customary to assume dz≥
dx since in general the dephasing errors occur with higher probability than the bit-flip errors
do. In this paper we opt not to order the distances to better present how their computational
values are derived. Whenever necessary, one can apply a Fourier transformation over Fq to
interchange the role of the bit-flip and the phase-flip error operators. That way, dz ≥ dx can
be obtained.
The purity in Theorem 1 is equivalent to the general definition given in [12, Th. 3.1 Part
(ii)]. A certificate of optimality for pure q-ary CSS AQCs can be based on the following
result.
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Theorem 2 If there exist a pure standard CSS [[n,k,{dz,dx}]]q code Q, then
k ≤ logq(Bq(n,dx))+ logq(Bq(n,dz))−n. (2)
Proof Assume there exists a pure CSS [[n,k,{dz,dx}]]q code. Then, equivalently, there exist
q-ary linear codes C1 and C2 such that d(C1) = dx, d(C2) = dz, C⊥1 ⊂C2 and k = dim(C2)−
dim(C⊥1 ). Since dim(C1)≤ logq(Bq(n,dx)) and dim(C2)≤ logq(Bq(n,dz)),
k = dim(C2)−dim(C⊥1 ) = dim(C2)− (n−dim(C1))
≤ logq(Bq(n,dx))+ logq(Bq(n,dz))−n.
The bound (2) holds true for pure CSS AQCs. Fixing n and di for i∈{1,2}, if both k1 and
k2 are optimal, then the cardinality of Q is optimal among CSS AQCs of equal parameter set
(q,n,dz,dx). If both C1 and C2 have the same dimension as the currently best-known linear
codes listed in [6], then Q has the currently best-known cardinality among comparable CSS
AQCs. Any improvement on the lower bound of Bq(n,di) potentially leads to an improved
quantum code and there would not be any improvement on the parameters of an AQC if
there are no improvements on the lower bound of the corresponding Bq(n,di).
To end this section, we recall two mappings from Fq2 onto Fq which will be used ex-
tensively in what follows. The trace mapping Tr sends γ to γ+ γq while the norm mapping
N outputs γq+1 on input γ . Properties and important results concerning these two mappings
in the more general setup of Fqm for positive integer m are discussed in details in [9, Ch. 2
Sect. 3].
3 Suitably Chosen Nested XL Codes
This section is presented in two parts. In the first subsection we recall the construction of
XL codes and their parameters. In the second subsection, we construct nested XL codes of
the right parameters to use in the CSS construction.
3.1 Construction of XL Codes
In this subsection, we recall the construction of the XL codes given in [11]. For a finite field
Fq, let Fq2 be its quadratic extension. Let {α1,α2, . . . ,αq} be a fixed list of the elements in
Fq. Without loss of generality, let us assume that Fq2 is listed as
{α1,α2, . . . ,αq,β1,β q1 ,β2,β q2 , . . . ,βr,β qr }, where r = (q2−q)/2. (3)
Define V1,0 to be the Fq-vector space generated by the polynomial 1. For 2≤ m≤ q−1
and 0≤ `≤ m−1, let
Vm,` := 〈{ei, j(x)|0≤ i≤ j ≤ m−2}∪{ei,m−1(x)|0≤ i≤ `}〉,
where
ei, j(x) =
{
xiq+ j + x jq+i if i 6= j,
xiq+ j if i = j,
(4)
for all i, j ≥ 0.
For easy reference, we explicitly list ei, j(x) for 0≤ i≤ j ≤ 4 down in Figure 1.
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ei, j(x)
j
0 1 2 3 4
i
0 1 xq+ x x2q+ x2 x3q+ x3 x4q+ x4
1 xq+1 x2q+1+ xq+2 x3q+1+ xq+3 x4q+1+ xq+4
2 x2q+2 x3q+2+ x2q+3 x4q+2+ x2q+4
3 x3q+3 x4q+3+ x3q+4
4 x4q+4
Figure 1: List of ei, j(x) for 0≤ i≤ j ≤ 4
Given that 0≤ t ≤ q, 2≤ m≤ q−1 and 0≤ `≤ m−1, the q-ary linear code Cq(t,m, `)
is defined as the evaluation code of { f (x) ∈Vm,`} on (α1, . . . ,αt ,β1, . . . ,βr). Explicitly,
Cq(t,m, `) := {( f (α1), . . . , f (αt), f (β1), . . . , f (βr)) | f (x) ∈Vm,`}. (5)
When t is set to be 0, none of the elements of Fq is chosen in the evaluation. For q ≤ 9,
Table 1 lists down our choices of αi for 1≤ i≤ q and β j for 1≤ j ≤ r.
Table 1 Actual Choices for αi and β j used in Computation
q a ∈ Fq2 root of Fq = {α1, . . . ,αq} {β1,β2, . . . ,βr} ⊂ Fq2
3 x2 +2x+2 {1,2,0} {a,a2,a5}
4 x4 + x+1 {1,0,a5,a10} {a,a2,a3,a6,a7,a11}
5 x2 +4x+2 {1,4,0,2,3} {a,a2,a3,a4,a7,a8,a9,a13,a14,a19}
7 x2 +6x+3 {1,6,0,2,5,3,4} {a,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a9,a10,a11,a12,a13,a17,
a18,a19,a20,a25,a26,a27,a33,a34,a41}
8 x6 + x4 + x3 {1,a45,a36,a27, {a,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a10,a11,a12,a13,a14,a15,a19,a20,
+x+1 a18,0,a9,a54} a21,a22,a23,a28,a29,a30,a31,a37,a38,a39,a46,a47,a55}
9 x4 +2x3 +2 {1,0,a70,a60,a50, {a,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a11,a12,a13,a14,a15,a16,a17,
2,a30,a20,a10} a21,a22,a23,a24,a25,a26,a31,a32,a33,a34,a35,a41,a42,
a43,a44,a51,a52,a53,a61,a62,a71}
Theorem 3 ([11]) Let 0 ≤ t ≤ q, 2 ≤ m ≤ q− 1 and 0 ≤ ` ≤ m− 1. Let h = (m2), r =
(q2−q)/2, and
g =

min{max{2(m−2),m+ `−1}, t} if q is odd,
max{min{m−2, t},2t−q} if q is even and `≤ m−2,
max{min{m−1, t},2t−q} if q is even and `= m−1.
Then Cq(t,m, `) as defined in (5) is an [n,k,d]q-code with n = t+ r, k = h+ `+1, and
d ≥ δ := n− 1
2
(q(m−1)+ `+g). (6)
Note that Vm,i ⊂Vs, j for all m< s or for i< j when m= s. Hence, Cq(t,m, i)⊂Cq(t,s, j)
and
dim(Cq(t,s, j))−dim(Cq(t,m, i)) =
(
s
2
)
−
(
m
2
)
+ j− i. (7)
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3.2 Suitable Nested XL Code Pairs
We begin with an easy result to eventually help us construct good AQCs with dx = 2.
Proposition 1 For 0≤ t ≤ q, The code Cq(t,1,0)⊥ is a [t+ r, t+ r−1,2]q-MDS code.
Proof This follows immediately since V1,0 = 〈1〉 implies that Cq(t,1,0) is the [t+r,1, t+r]q-
repetition code.
The following is a useful tool in the sequel.
Lemma 1 Select s distinct elements a1,a2, . . . ,as ∈ S := {α1,α2, . . . ,αt ,β1,β2, . . . ,βr} as
defined in (3). If aqi +ai = a
q
j +a j for all 1≤ i< j ≤ s, then aq+1i 6= aq+1j .
Proof It suffices to show that for distinct a,b ∈ S,
aq+a = bq+b implies aq+1 6= bq+1.
For a contradiction, suppose that
Tr(a) = aq+a = bq+b = Tr(b) and (8)
N(a) = aq+1 = bq+1 = N(b). (9)
Substituting bq = aq+a−b from (8) into (9) yields
(aq−b)(a−b) = 0,
implying aq = b since a 6= b.
If a ∈ Fq, then a = aq = b, a contradiction.
If a ∈ {β1,β2, . . . ,βr}, then b = aq /∈ {β1,β2, . . . ,βr}∪Fq which contradicts b ∈ S.
Remark 2 Using a result in the theory of finite fields (see [9, Exercise 2.24]) one can easily
infer that if there are two elements a and b in Fq2 such that Tr(a) = Tr(b) and N(a) = N(b),
then they have the same minimal polynomial over Fq. Hence, either a = b or a = bq. This
constitutes an alternative proof to Lemma 1.
Now we are ready to construct a subcode of an XL code with dual distance at least 3.
Proposition 2 Let q ≥ 4 and D = Cq(t,2,1) be the evaluation code associated with V2,1.
ThenD⊥ is a [t+r, t+r−3,d⊥]q-code andD ⊂Cq(t,m, `) for all m≥ 3. Moreover, d⊥ = 4
for (q, t) = (4,0), while for all other cases d⊥ = 3.
Proof Since D is a [t + r,3,dD ]q-code, it is clear that D⊥ has length t + r and dimension
t+ r−3. By howD is defined, evaluating based on the given basis {1,xq+x,xq+1} gives us
a generator matrix GD = (A |B) with
A :=
 1 1 . . . 1αq1 +α1 αq2 +α2 . . . αqt +αt
αq+11 α
q+1
2 . . . α
q+1
t
 ,B :=
 1 1 . . . 1β q1 +β1 β q2 +β2 . . . β qr +βr
β q+11 β
q+1
2 . . . β
q+1
r
 . (10)
Using Lemma 1, it is easy to verify that any two distinct columns of GD must be linearly
independent. Hence, d⊥ ≥ 3.
Following how the elements of Fq2 are defined in Table 1, let v(αi), for 1 ≤ i ≤ q, be
the column vector of GD associated with the element αi. Similarly, let w(β j), for 1≤ j ≤ r,
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be the column vector associated with the element β j. The matrix GD for t = q can then be
explicitly constructed and erasing the appropriate column(s) from GD gives us the matrix
GD for lower values of t.
Note that if one chooses a different ordering of the elements in the sets {α1}qi=1 and
{β j}rj=1, then the resulting generator matrix GD is formed by permuting the columns of A
and the columns ofB separately in accordance with the ordering.
The proposition requires q ≥ 4 to ensure m ≥ 3. When q = t = 4, evaluating according
to Table 1,
A =
 1 1 1 10 0 0 0
1 0 a10 a5
 ,B =
 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 a10 a5 a5 a10
a5 a10 1 1 a5 a10
 .
When t = 0, we have GD =B. We verify using computer algebra that any three columns of
B form a linearly independent set while the last four columns are linearly dependent. The
code D⊥ is therefore a [6,3,4]4-MDS code.
It is straightforward to verify that the sets
{v(1),w(a3),w(a6)},{v(0),w(a7),w(a11)},
{v(a5),w(a2),w(a11)}, and {v(a10),w(a),w(a7)}
are all linearly dependent. Therefore, d⊥ = 3 for 1≤ t ≤ 4.
Our task is slightly easier when q = 5. The matrixB defined by {w(β j)}10j=1 is given by
B =
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 2 0 1 2 4 0 4 3 3
2 4 3 1 3 1 2 2 4 3
 . (11)
Since it is clear that columns 1,7, and 8, corresponding to the set {w(a),w(a9),w(a13)}, of
B form a linearly dependent set, d⊥ = 3 for 0≤ t ≤ q.
Finally, for q ≥ 7 a more general argument works in all possible cases. The trace map-
ping Tr is a linear transformation from Fq2 onto Fq. For all α ∈ Fq, Tr(α) = 2α and for all
β ∈ Fq2 , we have Tr(β q) = Tr(β ). Hence, when q is even, Tr maps Fq onto {0}, while for
odd q, when restricted to elements of Fq, Tr is a one-to-one mapping. Further, since Tr is
onto, there are q, respectively, q−1, elements in Fq2 \Fq whose image is 1 when q is even,
respectively, when q is odd. Let S be the set of all elements in Fq2 \Fq that Tr sends to 1.
Thus,
S∩{β1,β2, . . . ,βr}=
{
{βi1 ,βi2 , . . . ,βiq/2} if q is even,
{βi1 ,βi2 , . . . ,βi(q−1)/2} if q is odd.
(12)
The set of columns {w(βi1),w(βi2), . . . ,w(βil )} is linearly dependent if l = q/2 and q is
even or if l = (q−1)/2 and q is odd. We conclude that, whenever q≥ 7, there always exist
3 linearly dependent columns, making d⊥ = 3. The proof is therefore complete.
We make use of a specially designed vector space to get a subcode of dual distance ≥ 4.
Proposition 3 Let q≥ 4. Consider the Fq-vector space
W5 := 〈{1,xq+ x,(xq+ x)2,xq+1,x2(q+1)}〉.
Let E be the evaluation code associated with W5. That is,
E = {( f (α1), . . . , f (αt), f (β1), . . . , f (βr)) | f (x) ∈W5}.
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Then E ⊥ is a [t+ r, t+ r−5,d⊥ ≥ 4]q-code and, for all m≥ 4 and 0≤ `≤ m−1,
E ⊂Cq(t,3,2)⊂Cq(t,m, `).
For (q, t) = (4,0), E ⊥ is a [6,1,6]4-MDS code, while for q= 4 with 1≤ t ≤ 4 and for q≥ 5,
we have d⊥ = 4.
Proof Note that, in terms of ei, j(x) as defined in (4),
W5 = 〈{e0,0(x),e0,1(x),e0,2(x),e1,1(x),e2,2(x)}〉.
By consulting Figure 1, it is clear that V3,2 =W5⊕〈{e1,2(x)}〉. Therefore, E ⊂Cq(t,3,2)⊂
Cq(t,m, `) for all m≥ 4 and 0≤ `≤m−1. When q= 4, only the first inclusion E ⊂Cq(t,3,2)
is valid. Arguing in a similar manner as in the proof of Proposition 2 above, GE given in
(13) generates E .
GE =

1 1 . . . 1 1 1 . . . 1
αq1 +α1 α
q
2 +α2 . . . α
q
t +αt β
q
1 +β1 β
q
2 +β2 . . . β
q
r +βr
(αq1 +α1)
2 (αq2 +α2)
2 . . . (αqt +αt)2 (β
q
1 +β1)
2 (β q2 +β2)
2 . . . (β qr +βr)2
αq+11 α
q+1
2 . . . α
q+1
t β
q+1
1 β
q+1
2 . . . β
q+1
r
α2(q+1)1 α
2(q+1)
2 . . . α
2(q+1)
t β
2(q+1)
1 β
2(q+1)
2 . . . β
2(q+1)
r

. (13)
The length and the dimension of E ⊥ can be easily verified, so we proceed to showing
that d(E ⊥)≥ 4. Let 
1
aq+a
(aq+a)2
aq+1
a2(q+1)
 ,

1
bq+b
(bq+b)2
bq+1
b2(q+1)
 , and

1
cq+ c
(cq+ c)2
cq+1
c2(q+1)
 (14)
be any three distinct columns of GE . Appendix A establishes that these columns are linearly
independent.
As in the proof of Proposition 2, we partition GE into two matricesA ′ andB′ according
to the ordering of the elements αis and β js in Table 1 followed by their evaluations. Hence,
GE = (A ′|B′). For q = t = 4, the component matrices can be constructed explicitly as
A ′ :=

1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 a10 a5
1 0 a5 a10
 andB′ :=

1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 a10 a5 a5 a10
1 1 a5 a10 a10 a5
a5 a10 1 1 a5 a10
a10 a5 1 1 a10 a5
 . (15)
When (q, t) = (4,0), a computer algebra verification certifies that every five columns of
GE =B′ are linearly independent, proving that d⊥ = 6.
To show that d⊥ = 4 for q= 4 when 1≤ t ≤ 4, it is enough to exhibit that for any column
of A ′ one can choose three columns of B′ so that the four columns form a dependent set.
The reader is invited to verify that the sets
{v(1),w(a),w(a3),w(a7)},{v(a5),w(a2),w(a3),w(a6)},
{v(0),w(a2),w(a3),w(a7)}, and {v(a10),w(a),w(a3),w(a6)}
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are indeed linearly dependent.
For q = 5, the matrixB′ is given by
B′ :=

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 0 1 2 4 0 4 3 3
1 4 0 1 4 1 0 1 4 4
2 4 3 1 3 1 2 2 4 3
4 1 4 1 4 1 4 4 1 4
 .
Columns 1,2,8 and 9 are linearly dependent since
w(a)+2w(a2)+4w(a13)+3w(a14) = 0,
making d⊥ = 4 for all t.
Finally, let q ≥ 7. The strategy is to exhibit that it is always possible to choose four
columns of B′ such that they form a 5× 4 matrix of rank at most 3. Note that the norm
mapping N maps Fq2 \{0} onto Fq \{0} and that N(αq) = N(α) for all α ∈ Fq2 .
By the pigeonhole principle, among the r elements β js, there are always at least four
elements, say β j1 ,β j2 ,β j3 , and β j4 , with N(β j1) =N(β j2) =N(β j3) =N(β j4) = γ ∈Fq\{0}.
The four columns w(β j1),w(β j2),w(β j3),w(β j4) have the same corresponding entries in
their last two rows and, hence, form a matrix of rank at most 3, implying that d⊥ = 4.
Next, we design a subcode of an XL code with dual distance ≥ 5.
Proposition 4 Let q≥ 5. Consider the Fq-vector space
W8 = 〈{1,xq+1,x2(q+1),x3(q+1),xq+ x,x2q+ x2,x3q+ x3,x2q+1+ xq+2}〉.
LetF be the evaluation code associated with W8. That is,
F = {( f (α1), . . . , f (αt), f (β1), . . . , f (βr)) | f (x) ∈W8}.
Define V :=W8⊕〈{e1,3(x)}〉 and V ′ :=W8⊕〈{e2,3(x)}〉. LetF1 andF2 be, respectively,
the linear q-ary evaluation codes associated with the spaces V and V ′.
ThenF⊥ is a [t+ r, t+ r−8,d⊥ ≥ 5]q-code and, for all m≥ 5 and 0≤ `≤ m−1,
F ⊂F1 ⊂Cq(t,4,3)⊂Cq(t,m, `), and
F ⊂F2 ⊂Cq(t,4,3)⊂Cq(t,m, `). (16)
Proof A closer look at Figure 1 reveals that
V4,3 =W8⊕〈{e1,3(x),e2,3(x)}〉,
justifying the nestedness presented in (16).
Moreover, since
(xq+ x)2 ∈ 〈{x2q+ x2,xq+1}〉 and (xq+ x)3 ∈ 〈{x3q+ x3,x2q+1+ xq+2}〉,
we can rewrite
W8 = 〈{1,xq+1,x2(q+1),x3(q+1),xq+ x,(xq+ x)2,(xq+ x)3,x2q+1+ xq+2}〉. (17)
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Evaluating based on the elements ofW8 as expressed in (17) gives us a generator matrix GF
in (18) of the codeF .
GF =

1 . . . 1 1 1 . . . 1
αq+11 . . . α
q+1
t β
q+1
1 β
q+1
2 . . . β
q+1
r
α2(q+1)1 . . . α
2(q+1)
t β
2(q+1)
1 β
2(q+1)
2 . . . β
2(q+1)
r
α3(q+1)1 . . . α
3(q+1)
t β
3(q+1)
1 β
3(q+1)
2 . . . β
3(q+1)
r
αq1 +α1 . . . α
q
t +αt β
q
1 +β1 β
q
2 +β2 . . . β
q
r +βr
(αq1 +α1)
2 . . . (αqt +αt)2 (β
q
1 +β1)
2 (β q2 +β2)
2 . . . (β qr +βr)2
(αq1 +α1)
3 . . . (αqt +αt)3 (β
q
1 +β1)
3 (β q2 +β2)
3 . . . (β qr +βr)3
α2q+11 +α
q+2
1 . . . α
2q+1
t +α
q+2
t β
2q+1
1 +β
q+2
1 β
2q+1
2 +β
q+2
2 . . . β
2q+1
r +β q+2r

. (18)
Now, choose any four distinct columns C1 to C4 of GF , say,
C1 :=

1
aq+1
a2(q+1)
a3(q+1)
aq +a
(aq +a)2
(aq +a)3
a2q+1 +aq+2

,C2 :=

1
bq+1
b2(q+1)
b3(q+1)
bq +b
(bq +b)2
(bq +b)3
b2q+1 +bq+2

,C3 :=

1
cq+1
c2(q+1)
c3(q+1)
cq + c
(cq + c)2
(cq + c)3
c2q+1 + cq+2

,C4 :=

1
dq+1
d2(q+1)
d3(q+1)
dq +d
(dq +d)2
(dq +d)3
d2q+1 +dq+2

. (19)
A detailed proof of the linear independence of these four columns is in Appendix B.
Remark 3 While we are yet to supply a proof, our computation indicates that d(F⊥) = 6
for q = 5 when t ≤ 3, for q = 7 when t ≤ 1, and for q = 8 when t = 0, while for all other
cases, d(F⊥) = 5.
4 The Resulting Asymmetric Quantum Codes
Using the standard CSS construction in Theorem 1 and the results obtained in Section 3, the
following theorems can then be established.
Theorem 4 Let 0≤ t ≤ q, 2≤ m≤ q−1 and 0≤ `≤ m−1. Then there exists an
[[n,k,{dz ≥ δ ,dx = 2}]]q-code
with
n = t+(q2−q)/2,k = m(m−1)/2+ `, and δ as expressed in (6).
Proof From (7) and Proposition 1, Cq(t,1,0)⊆Cq(t,m, `), with d((Cq(t,1,0))⊥) = 2. Con-
sult Theorem 3 to compute for the required parameters.
Theorem 5 Let q = 4,1 ≤ t ≤ 4,m = 3,0 ≤ ` ≤ 2 or q ≥ 5,0 ≤ t ≤ q,3 ≤ m ≤ q− 1,0 ≤
`≤ m−1. Then there exists an
[[n,k,{dz ≥ δ ,dx = 3}]]q-code
with
n = t+(q2−q)/2,k = m(m−1)/2+ `−2, and δ as computed according to (6).
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Proof Apply Theorem 1 and infer the parameters of the resulting AQC from Proposition 2
and Theorem 3.
Remark 4 For (q, t) = (4,0) the resulting AQCs have either inferior parameters to or the
same parameters as those of AQMDS codes already discussed in [4].
Theorem 6 Let q≥ 5,0≤ t ≤ q,4≤ m≤ q−1,0≤ `≤ m−1. Then there exists an
[[n,k,{dz ≥ δ ,dx = 4}]]q-code
with
n = t+(q2−q)/2 and k = m(m−1)/2+ `−4.
For q = 4,1≤ t ≤ 4, there exists an AQC with parameters
[[t+6,1,{dz ≥ δ ,dx = 4}]]4.
In both cases δ is as defined in (6).
Proof The assertions follows from combining Theorem 3 and Proposition 3. Note that when
1≤ t ≤ 4, the code C4(t,3,2) has dimension 6.
Theorem 7 Let q≥ 5,0≤ t ≤ q,5≤ m≤ q−1 and 0≤ `≤ m−1. Then there exists an
[[n,k,{dz ≥ δ ,dx ≥ 5}]]q-code
with
n = t+(q2−q)/2,k = m(m−1)/2+ `−7, and δ as in (6).
Proof From Proposition 4, we haveF ⊆Cq(t,m, `), implying
k = dim(Cq(t,m, `))−dim(F ) = m(m−1)/2+ `−7.
The distances dz and dx are computed based on Proposition 4 and Theorem 3.
Remark 5 Related to Remark 3, computational evidences indicate that, in general, there is
no gain in the parameters of the derived AQC in utilizing the codesF1 andF2 for the cases
mentioned in the said remark. Computational results for q ≤ 9 as will be presented in the
tables below suggest that it suffices to consider the chainF ⊂Cq(t,4,3)⊂Cq(t,m, l) for all
m≥ 5 and 0≤ `≤ m−1.
For each possible combination of the relevant parameters with 3 ≤ q ≤ 9, we perform
the followings:
1. Compute the designed distance δ of C :=Cq(t,m, `) according to Theorem 3.
2. Generate and store the generator matrix of C based on Table 1. The real distance d(C)≥
δ can then be computed and recorded.
3. Look up in the database of MAGMA for the value of best-known dimension linear code
given (q,n,d(C)) by using the BDLC routine. If this value equals dim(C), use C as C2
in our construction.
4. Apply the results of Subsection 3.2 to generate the required proper subcode C⊥1 .
5. Compute for the true distance of C1 and derive the parameters of the resulting AQCs.
6. Use Theorem 2 as a yardstick to measure how good the code Q is.
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Tables 2 to 5 present good pure CSS AQCs based on the Xing-Ling codes for 3≤ q≤ 9.
When the code Q is optimal by attaining the upper bound in Theorem 2, it is presented in
bold. If dz = d(C2)> δ we list down both values in the tables. In all other instances, dz = δ .
We exclude CSS asymmetric quantum MDS codes from our tables as their treatment is
already available in [4].
For dx ∈ {2,3} the code Q presented reaches the best possible parameters given the
current state of the art best-known classical Fq-linear codes.
In a few cases, for dx = 2, there are AQCs from the so-called BKLC construction in [5,
Subsection IV.C] with better dz than those derived in this paper. They are noted at the end of
each of the relevant tables. The BKLC construction is based on the best-known linear code
C in terms of its minimum distance d(C) when q,n,dim(C) are fixed with the condition that
C must have a codeword of weight equals its length n. On the other hand, there are XL codes
Cq(t,m, l) with parameters [n,k,d]q such that d is the highest possible or the highest known
given (q,n,k). That is, they reach the bound for d when the BKLC routine in MAGMA is
called. As we have already discussed, XL codes contain the all one word 1, making them
well suited for the BKLC construction of AQCs.
In the tables below, we mark the AQCs with ? whenever they are derived from XL
codes but are not derivable by the BKLC construction from the stored codes in the MAGMA
database. For example, the currently stored [7,2,5]4-code in MAGMA does not contain the
words of weight 7 but the XL code C4(1,2,0) listed as Entry 4 in Table 2 contains 1.
There are also a couple of known instances where the CSS-like construction based on
subfield linear codes as discussed in [5] yields AQCs with better parameters than those based
on the XL codes. The note at the end of Table 2 highlights two such instances.
For 3≤ q≤ 9 we found exactly two instances when Cq(t,3,2)⊂Cq(t,m, l) in Proposi-
tion 3 yields AQCs with parameters reaching the equality in Theorem 2. They are marked
with † in Table 2. The AQCs marked # in Tables 2 to 4 are closely connected to the codes
noted in Remark 3.
5 Conclusion
Nested XL codes provide good ingredients to derive pure q-ary CSS AQCs. In many cases
the derived quantum codes can be shown to be optimal or best-known. For dx ≥ 4 the derived
AQCs have very little, if at all, overlap with previously known ones. The comparison of
parameters are done with respect to the list provided in [8] and the more recent results
in [5].
In the cases where dx ∈{4,5}, subjecting the pair C⊥1 ⊂C2 based on the XL codes treated
in this paper to the so-called triangle bound in [5, Section V] may certify that the derived
good AQCs are in fact best possible or best known. More generally, for lengths beyond those
covered by the XL codes, one can perhaps look at families of (nested) polynomial codes to
come up with good AQCs.
Appendix A: Proof of Linear Independence of the Column Vectors in (14)
Proof We consider all possible cases separately.
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Table 2 Good q-ary AQCs for q ∈ {3,4,5}
No. q (t,m, `) (dz,δ ) Q from Th. 4 Q from Th. 5 Q from Th. 6 Q from Th. 7
1 3 (2,2,0) [[5,1,{3,2}]]3?
2 (3,2,0) [[6,1,{4,2}]]3?
3 (3,2,1) [[6,2,{3,2}]]3
4 4 (1,2,0) [[7,1,{5,2}]]4?
5 (1,2,1) [[7,2,{4,2}]]4
6 (1,3,0) [[7,3,{3,2}]]4 [[7,1,{3,3}]]4
7 (2,2,0) [[8,1,{6,2}]]4
8 (2,2,1) [[8,2,{5,2}]]4
9 (2,3,0) [[8,3,{4,2}]]4 [[8,1,{4,3}]]4
10 (2,3,1) [[8,4,{3,2}]]4 [[8,2,{3,3}]]4
11 (3,2,1) [[9,2,{6,2}]]4
12 (3,3,1) [[9,4,{4,2}]]4 [[9,2,{4,3}]]4
13 (3,3,2) [[9,5,{3,2}]]4 [[9,3,{3,3}]]4 [[9,1,{3,4}]]4
14 (4,3,2) (4,3) [[10,5,{4,2}]]4 [[10,3,{4,3}]]4 [[10,1,{4,4}]]4
15 5 (0,2,0) [[10,1,{8,2}]]5?
16 (0,2,1) [[10,2,{7,2}]]5
17 (0,3,1) [[10,4,{5,2}]]5 [[10,2,{5,3}]]5
18 (0,3,2) [[10,5,{4,2}]]5 [[10,3,{4,3}]]5
19 (0,4,0) [[10,6,{3,2}]]5 [[10,4,{3,3}]]5 [[10,2,{3,4}]]5
20 [[10,1,{3,6}]]5†
21 (1,2,1) [[11,2,{8,2}]]5
22 (1,3,2) [[11,5,{5,2}]]5 [[11,3,{5,3}]]5 [[11,1,{5,4}]]5
23 (1,4,1) [[11,7,{3,2}]]5 [[11,5,{3,3}]]5 [[11,3,{3,4}]]5
24 [[11,2,{3,6}]]5†
25 (2,2,0) [[12,1,{9,2}]]5?
26 (2,4,2) [[12,8,{3,2}]]5 [[12,6,{3,3}]]5 [[12,4,{3,4}]]5
27 (3,2,0) [[13,1,{10,2}]]5
28 (3,2,1) [[13,2,{9,2}]]5
29 (3,3,2) [[13,5,{6,2}]]5? [[13,3,{6,3}]]5 [[13,1,{6,4}]]5
30 (3,4,3) [[13,9,{3,2}]]5 [[13,7,{3,3}]]5 [[13,5,{3,4}]]5 [[13,2,{3,6}]]5#
31 (4,2,0) [[14,1,{11,2}]]5
32 (4,2,1) [[14,2,{10,2}]]5
33 (4,4,1) (5,4) [[14,7,{5,2}]]5 [[14,5,{5,3}]]5 [[14,3,{5,4}]]5
34 (5,2,0) [[15,1,{12,2}]]5?
35 (5,2,1) [[15,2,{11,2}]]5
36 (5,4,1) (6,5) [[15,7,{6,2}]]5 [[15,5,{6,3}]]5 [[15,3,{6,4}]]5
Note on Remark Note on Remark
Entry 4 ∃ [[7,1.5,{5,2}]]4 CSS-like in [5] Entry 20 Use C5(0,3,2)⊂C5(0,4,0)
Entry 6 ∃ [[6,1,{3,3}]]4 CSS-like in [5] Entry 24 Use C5(1,3,2)⊂C5(1,4,1)
Case I. When aq+1 = bq+1 = cq+1, Lemma 1 says that aq + a,bq + b,cq + c are pairwise
distinct. Hence, the matrix
 1 1 1aq+a bq+b cq+ c
(aq+a)2 (bq+b)2 (cq+ c)2

is a Vandermonde matrix, establishing linear independence for this case.
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Table 3 Good 7-ary AQCs
No. (t,m, `) (dz,δ ) Q from Th. 4 Q from Th. 5 Q from Th. 6 Q from Th. 7
1 (0,2,0) [[21,1,{18,2}]]7?
2 (0,2,1) [[21,2,{17,2}]]7
3 (0,3,1) [[21,4,{14,2}]]7 [[21,2,{14,3}]]7
4 (0,3,2) [[21,5,{13,2}]]7 [[21,3,{13,3}]]7 [[21,1,{13,4}]]7
5 (0,4,0) (12,11) [[21,6,{12,2}]]7 [[21,4,{12,3}]]7 [[21,2,{12,4}]]7
6 (0,4,2) [[21,8,{10,2}]]7 [[21,6,{10,3}]]7 [[21,4,{10,4}]]7
7 (0,4,3) [[21,9,{9,2}]]7 [[21,7,{9,3}]]7 [[21,5,{9,4}]]7 [[21,2,{9,6}]]7#
8 (0,5,1) [[21,11,{7,2}]]7 [[21,9,{7,3}]]7 [[21,7,{7,4}]]7 [[21,4,{7,6}]]7#
9 (0,5,3) [[21,13,{6,2}]]7 [[21,11,{6,3}]]7 [[21,9,{6,4}]]7 [[21,6,{6,6}]]7#
10 (0,5,4) [[21,14,{5,2}]]7 [[21,12,{5,3}]]7 [[21,10,{5,4}]]7 [[21,7,{5,6}]]7#
11 (0,6,2) [[21,17,{3,2}]]7 [[21,15,{3,3}]]7 [[21,13,{3,4}]]7 [[21,10,{3,6}]]7#
12 (1,2,1) [[22,2,{18,2}]]7
13 (1,3,2) [[22,5,{14,2}]]7 [[22,3,{14,3}]]7 [[22,1,{14,4}]]7
14 (1,4,0) (12,11) [[22,6,{12,2}]]7 [[22,4,{12,3}]]7 [[22,2,{12,4}]]7
15 (1,4,1) [[22,7,{11,2}]]7 [[22,5,{11,3}]]7 [[22,3,{11,4}]]7
16 (1,4,3) [[22,9,{10,2}]]7 [[22,7,{10,3}]]7 [[22,5,{10,4}]]7 [[22,2,{10,6}]]7#
17 (1,5,2) [[22,12,{7,2}]]7 [[22,10,{7,3}]]7 [[22,8,{7,4}]]7 [[22,5,{7,6}]]7#
18 (1,5,4) [[22,14,{6,2}]]7 [[22,12,{6,3}]]7 [[22,10,{6,4}]]7 [[22,7,{6,6}]]7#
19 (1,6,3) [[22,18,{3,2}]]7 [[22,16,{3,3}]]7 [[22,14,{3,4}]]7 [[22,11,{3,6}]]7#
20 (2,2,0) [[23,1,{19,2}]]7?
21 (2,2,1) [[23,2,{18,2}]]7
22 (2,3,2) [[23,5,{14,2}]]7 [[23,3,{14,3}]]7 [[23,1,{14,4}]]7
23 (2,4,2) [[23,8,{11,2}]]7 [[23,6,{11,3}]]7 [[23,4,{11,4}]]7
24 (2,5,3) [[23,13,{7,2}]]7 [[23,11,{7,3}]]7 [[23,9,{7,4}]]7 [[23,6,{7,5}]]7
25 (2,6,4) [[23,19,{3,2}]]7 [[23,17,{3,3}]]7 [[23,15,{3,4}]]7 [[23,12,{3,5}]]7
26 (3,2,0) [[24,1,{20,2}]]7?
27 (3,2,1) [[24,2,{19,2}]]7
28 (3,3,2) [[24,5,{15,2}]]7 [[24,3,{15,3}]]7 [[24,1,{15,4}]]7
29 (3,4,3) [[24,9,{11,2}]]7 [[24,7,{11,3}]]7 [[24,5,{11,4}]]7 [[24,2,{11,5}]]7
30 (3,5,4) [[24,14,{7,2}]]7 [[24,12,{7,3}]]7 [[24,10,{7,4}]]7 [[24,7,{7,5}]]7
31 (3,6,5) [[24,20,{3,2}]]7 [[24,18,{3,3}]]7 [[24,16,{3,4}]]7 [[24,13,{3,5}]]7
32 (4,2,0) [[25,1,{21,2}]]7?
33 (4,2,1) [[25,2,{20,2}]]7
34 (4,5,3) [[25,13,{8,2}]]7 [[25,11,{8,3}]]7 [[25,9,{8,4}]]7 [[25,6,{8,5}]]7
35 (5,2,0) [[26,1,{22,2}]]7?
36 (5,2,1) [[26,2,{21,2}]]7
37 (5,5,4) [[26,14,{8,2}]]7 [[26,12,{8,3}]]7 [[26,10,{8,4}]]7 [[26,7,{8,5}]]7
38 (6,2,0) [[27,1,{23,2}]]7?
39 (6,2,1) [[27,2,{22,2}]]7
40 (7,2,0) [[28,1,{24,2}]]7?
41 (7,2,1) [[28,2,{23,2}]]7
42 (7,4,2) [[28,8,{14,2}]]7 [[28,6,{14,3}]]7 [[28,4,{14,4}]]7
43 (7,6,2) (7,6) [[28,17,{7,2}]]7 [[28,15,{7,3}]]7 [[28,13,{7,4}]]7 [[28,10,{7,5}]]7
Note on Remark Note on Remark
Entry 14 ∃[[22,6,{13,2}]]7 BKLC Entry 28 ∃[[24,5,{16,2}]]7 BKLC
Entry 22 ∃[[23,5,{15,2}]]7 BKLC Entry 42 ∃[[28,8,{15,2}]]7 BKLC
Case II. When aq+1 = bq+1 6= cq+1, using bq+b 6= aq+a from Lemma 1, verify that∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
aq+1 bq+1 cq+1
aq+a bq+b cq+ c
∣∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1
0 0 cq+1−aq+1
0 (bq+b)− (aq+a) (cq+ c)− (aq+a)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (cq+1−aq+1)[(aq+a)− (bq+b)] 6= 0.
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Table 4 Good 8-ary AQCs
No. (t,m, `) (dz,δ ) Q from Th. 4 Q from Th. 5 Q from Th. 6 Q from Th. 7
1 (0,2,1) [[28,2,{24,2}]]8
2 (0,3,1) [[28,4,{20,2}]]8 [[28,2,{20,3}]]8
3 (0,3,2) [[28,5,{19,2}]]8 [[28,3,{19,3}]]8 [[28,1,{19,4}]]8
4 (0,4,3) [[28,9,{15,2}]]8 [[28,7,{15,3}]]8 [[28,5,{15,4}]]8 [[28,2,{15,6}]]8#
5 (0,5,3) [[28,13,{11,2}]]8 [[28,11,{11,3}]]8 [[28,9,{11,4}]]8 [[28,6,{11,6}]]8#
6 (0,5,4) [[28,14,{10,2}]]8 [[28,12,{10,3}]]8 [[28,10,{10,4}]]8 [[28,7,{10,6}]]8#
7 (0,6,3) [[28,18,{7,2}]]8 [[28,16,{7,3}]]8 [[28,14,{7,4}]]8 [[28,11,{7,6}]]8#
8 (0,6,5) [[28,20,{6,2}]]8 [[28,18,{6,3}]]8 [[28,16,{6,4}]]8 [[28,13,{6,6}]]8#
9 (0,7,3) [[28,24,{3,2}]]8 [[28,22,{3,3}]]8 [[28,20,{3,4}]]8 [[28,17,{3,6}]]8#
10 (1,2,0) [[29,1,{25,2}]]8?
11 (1,2,1) [[29,2,{24,2}]]8
12 (1,3,2) [[29,5,{20,2}]]8 [[29,3,{20,3}]]8 [[29,1,{20,4}]]8
13 (1,4,3) [[29,9,{15,2}]]8 [[29,7,{15,3}]]8 [[29,5,{15,4}]]8 [[29,2,{15,5}]]8
14 (1,5,4) [[29,14,{11,2}]]8 [[29,12,{11,3}]]8 [[29,10,{11,4}]]8 [[29,7,{11,5}]]8
15 (1,6,2) [[29,17,{8,2}]]8 [[29,15,{8,3}]]8 [[29,13,{8,4}]]8 [[29,10,{8,5}]]8
16 (1,6,4) [[29,19,{7,2}]]8 [[29,17,{7,3}]]8 [[29,15,{7,4}]]8 [[29,12,{7,5}]]8
17 (1,7,4) [[29,25,{3,2}]]8 [[29,23,{3,3}]]8 [[29,21,{3,4}]]8 [[29,18,{3,5}]]8
18 (2,2,0) [[30,1,{26,2}]]8?
19 (2,2,1) [[30,2,{25,2}]]8
20 (2,3,1) [[30,4,{21,2}]]8 [[30,2,{21,3}]]8
21 (2,3,2) [[30,5,{20,2}]]8 [[30,3,{20,3}]]8 [[30,1,{20,4}]]8
22 (2,4,3) [[30,9,{16,2}]]8 [[30,7,{16,3}]]8 [[30,5,{16,4}]]8 [[30,2,{16,5}]]8
23 (2,5,3) [[30,13,{12,2}]]8 [[30,11,{12,3}]]8 [[30,9,{12,4}]]8 [[30,6,{12,5}]]8
24 (2,5,4) [[30,14,{11,2}]]8 [[30,12,{11,3}]]8 [[30,10,{11,4}]]8 [[30,7,{11,5}]]8
25 (2,6,3) [[30,18,{8,2}]]8 [[30,16,{8,3}]]8 [[30,14,{8,4}]]8 [[30,11,{8,5}]]8
26 (2,6,5) [[30,20,{7,2}]]8 [[30,18,{7,3}]]8 [[30,16,{7,4}]]8 [[30,13,{7,5}]]8
27 (2,7,5) [[30,26,{3,2}]]8 [[30,24,{3,3}]]8 [[30,22,{3,4}]]8 [[30,19,{3,5}]]8
28 (3,2,0) [[31,1,{27,2}]]8?
29 (3,2,1) [[31,2,{26,2}]]8
30 (3,3,1) [[31,4,{22,2}]]8 [[31,2,{22,3}]]8
31 (3,3,2) [[31,5,{21,2}]]8 [[31,3,{21,3}]]8 [[31,1,{21,4}]]8
32 (3,4,1) [[31,7,{18,2}]]8 [[31,5,{18,3}]]8 [[31,3,{18,4}]]8
33 (3,4,2) [[31,8,{17,2}]]8 [[31,6,{17,3}]]8 [[31,4,{17,4}]]8
34 (3,4,3) [[31,9,{16,2}]]8 [[31,7,{16,3}]]8 [[31,5,{16,4}]]8 [[31,2,{16,5}]]8
35 (3,5,0) (15,14) [[31,10,{15,2}]]8 [[31,8,{15,3}]]8 [[31,6,{15,4}]]8 [[31,3,{15,5}]]8
36 (3,5,2) [[31,12,{13,2}]]8 [[31,10,{13,3}]]8 [[31,8,{13,4}]]8 [[31,5,{13,5}]]8
37 (3,5,4) [[31,14,{12,2}]]8 [[31,12,{12,3}]]8 [[31,10,{12,4}]]8 [[31,7,{12,5}]]8
38 (3,6,4) [[31,19,{8,2}]]8 [[31,17,{8,3}]]8 [[31,15,{8,4}]]8 [[31,12,{8,5}]]8
39 (3,7,6) [[31,27,{3,2}]]8 [[31,25,{3,3}]]8 [[31,23,{3,4}]]8 [[31,20,{3,5}]]8
40 (4,2,0) [[32,1,{28,2}]]8?
41 (4,2,1) [[32,2,{27,2}]]8
42 (4,3,1) [[32,4,{23,2}]]8 [[32,2,{23,3}]]8
43 (4,3,2) [[32,5,{22,2}]]8 [[32,3,{22,3}]]8 [[32,1,{22,4}]]8
44 (4,4,1) [[32,7,{19,2}]]8 [[32,5,{19,3}]]8 [[32,3,{19,4}]]8
45 (4,4,2) [[32,8,{18,2}]]8 [[32,6,{18,3}]]8 [[32,4,{18,4}]]8
46 (4,4,3) [[32,9,{17,2}]]8 [[32,7,{17,3}]]8 [[32,5,{17,4}]]8 [[32,2,{17,5}]]8
47 (4,5,0) (16,15) [[32,10,{16,2}]]8 [[32,8,{16,3}]]8 [[32,6,{16,4}]]8 [[32,3,{16,5}]]8
48 (4,5,2) [[32,12,{14,2}]]8 [[32,10,{14,3}]]8 [[32,8,{14,4}]]8 [[32,5,{14,5}]]8
49 (4,5,3) [[32,13,{13,2}]]8 [[32,11,{13,3}]]8 [[32,9,{13,4}]]8 [[32,6,{13,5}]]8
50 (4,6,5) [[32,20,{8,2}]]8 [[32,18,{8,3}]]8 [[32,16,{8,4}]]8 [[32,13,{8,5}]]8
51 (5,2,1) [[33,2,{28,2}]]8
52 (5,3,1) [[33,4,{24,2}]]8 [[33,2,{24,3}]]8
53 (5,3,2) [[33,5,{23,2}]]8 [[33,3,{23,3}]]8 [[33,1,{23,4}]]8
Note on Remark Note on Remark Note on Remark
Entry 13 ∃[[29,9,{16,2}]]8 BKLC Entry 30 ∃[[31,4,{23,2}]]8 BKLC Entry 42 ∃[[32,4,{24,2}]]8 BKLC
Entry 20 ∃[[30,4,{22,2}]]8 BKLC Entry 32 ∃[[31,7,{19,2}]]8 BKLC Entry 44 ∃[[32,7,{20,2}]]8 BKLC
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Table 4 Good 8-ary AQCs (Continued)
No. (t,m, `) (dz,δ ) Q from Th. 4 Q from Th. 5 Q from Th. 6 Q from Th. 7
54 (5,4,1) [[33,7,{20,2}]]8 [[33,5,{20,3}]]8 [[33,3,{20,4}]]8
55 (5,4,2) [[33,8,{19,2}]]8 [[33,6,{19,3}]]8 [[33,4,{19,4}]]8
56 (5,4,3) [[33,9,{18,2}]]8 [[33,7,{18,3}]]8 [[33,5,{18,4}]]8 [[33,2,{18,5}]]8
57 (5,5,2) [[33,12,{15,2}]]8 [[33,10,{15,3}]]8 [[33,8,{15,4}]]8 [[33,5,{15,5}]]8
58 (5,5,3) [[33,13,{14,2}]]8 [[33,11,{14,3}]]8 [[33,9,{14,4}]]8 [[33,6,{14,5}]]8
59 (5,5,4) [[33,14,{13,2}]]8 [[33,12,{13,3}]]8 [[33,10,{13,4}]]8 [[33,7,{13,5}]]8
60 (5,6,5) [[33,20,{9,2}]]8 [[33,18,{8,3}]]8 [[33,16,{8,4}]]8 [[33,13,{8,5}]]8
61 (6,2,1) [[34,2,{28,2}]]8
62 (6,3,2) (24,23) [[34,5,{24,2}]]8 [[34,3,{24,3}]]8 [[34,1,{24,4}]]8
63 (6,4,3) [[34,9,{19,2}]]8 [[34,7,{19,3}]]8 [[34,5,{19,4}]]8 [[34,2,{19,5}]]8
64 (6,5,1) [[34,11,{16,2}]]8 [[34,9,{16,3}]]8 [[34,7,{16,4}]]8 [[34,4,{16,5}]]8
65 (6,5,3) [[34,13,{15,2}]]8 [[34,11,{15,3}]]8 [[34,9,{15,4}]]8 [[34,6,{15,5}]]8
66 (6,6,1) [[34,16,{12,2}]]8 [[34,14,{12,3}]]8 [[34,12,{12,4}]]8 [[34,9,{12,5}]]8
67 (6,6,3) [[34,18,{11,2}]]8 [[34,16,{11,3}]]8 [[34,14,{11,4}]]8 [[34,11,{11,5}]]8
68 (6,7,2) [[34,23,{7,2}]]8 [[34,21,{7,3}]]8 [[34,19,{7,4}]]8 [[34,16,{7,5}]]8
69 (7,3,2) (24,23) [[35,5,{24,2}]]8 [[35,3,{24,3}]]8 [[35,1,{24,4}]]8
70 (7,4,3) [[35,9,{19,2}]]8 [[35,7,{19,3}]]8 [[35,5,{19,4}]]8 [[35,2,{19,5}]]8
71 (7,5,4) (15,14) [[35,14,{15,2}]]8 [[35,12,{15,3}]]8 [[35,10,{15,4}]]8 [[35,7,{15,5}]]8
72 (7,7,3) [[35,24,{7,2}]]8 [[35,22,{7,3}]]8 [[35,20,{7,4}]]8 [[35,17,{7,5}]]8
73 (8,5,4) (15,14) [[36,14,{15,2}]]8 [[36,12,{15,3}]]8 [[36,10,{15,4}]]8 [[36,7,{15,5}]]8
This case is thus settled.
Case III. The elements aq+1,bq+1, and cq+1 are pairwise distinct. Then 1 1 1aq+1 bq+1 cq+1
a2(q+1) b2(q+1) c2(q+1)

is a Vandermonde matrix. Hence, the columns in (14) are linearly independent. The proof is
now complete.
Appendix B: Proof of Linear Independence of the Column Vectors in (19)
Proof There are four cases to consider.
Case I. When aq+1 = bq+1 = cq+1 = dq+1, Lemma 1 says that aq+a,bq+b,cq+c and dq+d
are pairwise distinct. The following Vandermonde matrix certifies linear independence
1 1 1 1
aq+a bq+b cq+ c dq+d
(aq+a)2 (bq+b)2 (cq+ c)2 (dq+d)2
(aq+a)3 (bq+b)3 (cq+ c)3 (dq+d)3
 .
Case II. Let there be two distinct elements among aq+1,bq+1,cq+1, and dq+1. Lemma 1 says
that if aq+1 = bq+1 = cq+1 6= dq+1, then aq +a,bq +b, and cq + c are pairwise distinct. Let
DM1 be the determinant of the matrix
M1 =

1 1 1 1
aq+a bq+b cq+ c dq+d
(aq+a)2 (bq+b)2 (cq+ c)2 (dq+d)2
aq+1 bq+1 cq+1 dq+1
 .
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Table 5 Good 9-ary AQCs
No. (t,m, `) (dz,δ ) Q from Th. 4 Q from Th. 5 Q from Th. 6 Q from Th. 7
1 (0,2,0) [[36,1,{32,2}]]9?
2 (0,2,1) [[36,2,{31,2}]]9
3 (0,3,1) [[36,4,{27,2}]]9 [[36,2,{27,3}]]9
4 (0,3,2) [[36,5,{26,2}]]9 [[36,3,{26,3}]]9 [[36,1,{26,4}]]9
5 (0,4,0) (24,23) [[36,6,{24,2}]]9 [[36,4,{24,3}]]9 [[36,2,{24,4}]]9
6 (0,4,2) [[36,8,{22,2}]]9 [[36,6,{22,3}]]9 [[36,4,{22,4}]]9 [[36,1,{22,5}]]9
7 (0,4,3) [[36,9,{21,2}]]9 [[36,7,{21,3}]]9 [[36,5,{21,4}]]9 [[36,2,{21,5}]]9
8 (0,5,3) [[36,13,{17,2}]]9 [[36,11,{17,3}]]9 [[36,9,{17,4}]]9 [[36,6,{17,5}]]9
9 (0,5,4) [[36,14,{16,2}]]9 [[36,12,{16,3}]]9 [[36,10,{16,4}]]9 [[36,7,{16,5}]]9
10 (0,6,2) [[36,17,{13,2}]]9 [[36,15,{13,3}]]9 [[36,13,{13,4}]]9 [[36,10,{13,5}]]9
11 (0,6,4) [[36,19,{12,2}]]9 [[36,17,{12,3}]]9 [[36,15,{12,4}]]9 [[36,12,{12,5}]]9
12 (0,6,5) [[36,20,{11,2}]]9 [[36,18,{11,3}]]9 [[36,16,{11,4}]]9 [[36,13,{11,5}]]9
13 (0,7,3) [[36,24,{8,2}]]9 [[36,22,{8,3}]]9 [[36,20,{8,4}]]9 [[36,17,{8,5}]]9
14 (0,7,5) [[36,26,{7,2}]]9 [[36,24,{7,3}]]9 [[36,22,{7,4}]]9 [[36,19,{7,5}]]9
15 (0,8,4) [[36,32,{3,2}]]9 [[36,30,{3,3}]]9 [[36,28,{4,3}]]9 [[36,25,{5,3}]]9
16 (1,2,1) [[37,2,{32,2}]]9
17 (1,3,2) [[37,5,{27,2}]]9 [[37,3,{27,3}]]9 [[37,1,{27,4}]]9
18 (1,4,3) [[37,9,{22,2}]]9 [[37,7,{22,3}]]9 [[37,5,{22,4}]]9 [[37,2,{22,5}]]9
19 (1,5,2) [[37,12,{18,2}]]9 [[37,10,{18,3}]]9 [[37,8,{18,4}]]9 [[37,5,{18,5}]]9
20 (1,5,4) [[37,14,{17,2}]]9 [[37,12,{17,3}]]9 [[37,10,{17,4}]]9 [[37,7,{17,5}]]9
21 (1,6,3) [[37,18,{13,2}]]9 [[37,16,{13,3}]]9 [[37,14,{13,4}]]9 [[37,11,{13,5}]]9
22 (1,6,5) [[37,20,{12,2}]]9 [[37,18,{12,3}]]9 [[37,16,{12,4}]]9 [[37,13,{12,5}]]9
23 (1,7,4) [[37,25,{8,2}]]9 [[37,23,{8,3}]]9 [[37,21,{8,4}]]9 [[37,18,{8,5}]]9
24 (1,7,6) [[37,27,{7,2}]]9 [[37,25,{7,3}]]9 [[37,23,{7,4}]]9 [[37,20,{7,5}]]9
25 (1,8,5) [[37,33,{3,2}]]9 [[37,31,{3,3}]]9 [[37,29,{4,3}]]9 [[37,26,{5,3}]]9
26 (2,2,0) [[38,1,{33,2}]]9?
27 (2,2,1) [[38,2,{32,2}]]9
28 (2,3,1) [[38,4,{28,2}]]9 [[38,2,{28,3}]]9
29 (2,3,2) [[38,5,{27,2}]]9 [[38,3,{27,3}]]9 [[38,1,{27,4}]]9
30 (2,4,2) [[38,8,{23,2}]]9 [[38,6,{23,3}]]9 [[38,4,{23,4}]]9 [[38,1,{23,5}]]9
31 (2,4,3) [[38,9,{22,2}]]9 [[38,7,{22,3}]]9 [[38,5,{22,4}]]9 [[38,2,{22,5}]]9
32 (2,5,3) [[38,13,{18,2}]]9 [[38,11,{18,3}]]9 [[38,9,{18,4}]]9 [[38,6,{18,5}]]9
33 (2,5,4) [[38,14,{17,2}]]9 [[38,12,{17,3}]]9 [[38,10,{17,4}]]9 [[38,7,{17,5}]]9
34 (2,6,4) [[38,19,{13,2}]]9 [[38,17,{13,3}]]9 [[38,15,{13,4}]]9 [[38,12,{13,5}]]9
35 (2,7,5) [[38,26,{8,2}]]9 [[38,24,{8,3}]]9 [[38,22,{8,4}]]9 [[38,19,{8,5}]]9
36 (2,8,6) [[38,34,{3,2}]]9 [[38,32,{3,3}]]9 [[38,30,{4,3}]]9 [[38,27,{5,3}]]9
37 (3,2,0) [[39,1,{34,2}]]9?
38 (3,2,1) [[39,2,{33,2}]]9
39 (3,3,2) [[39,5,{28,2}]]9 [[39,3,{28,3}]]9 [[39,1,{28,4}]]9
40 (3,4,3) [[39,9,{23,2}]]9 [[39,7,{23,3}]]9 [[39,5,{23,4}]]9 [[39,2,{23,5}]]9
41 (3,5,4) [[39,14,{18,2}]]9 [[39,12,{18,3}]]9 [[39,10,{18,4}]]9 [[39,7,{18,5}]]9
42 (3,6,3) [[39,18,{14,2}]]9 [[39,16,{14,3}]]9 [[39,14,{14,4}]]9 [[39,11,{14,5}]]9
43 (3,6,5) [[39,20,{13,2}]]9 [[39,18,{13,3}]]9 [[39,16,{13,4}]]9 [[39,13,{13,5}]]9
44 (3,7,6) [[39,27,{8,2}]]9 [[39,25,{8,3}]]9 [[39,23,{8,4}]]9 [[39,20,{8,5}]]9
45 (3,8,7) [[39,35,{3,2}]]9 [[39,33,{3,3}]]9 [[39,31,{4,3}]]9 [[39,28,{5,3}]]9
46 (4,2,0) [[40,1,{35,2}]]9?
47 (4,2,1) [[40,2,{34,2}]]9
48 (4,6,4) [[40,19,{14,2}]]9 [[40,17,{14,3}]]9 [[40,15,{14,4}]]9 [[40,12,{14,5}]]9
49 (4,6,5) [[40,20,{13,2}]]9 [[40,18,{13,3}]]9 [[40,16,{13,4}]]9 [[40,13,{13,5}]]9
50 (4,7,3) [[40,24,{10,2}]]9 [[40,22,{10,3}]]9 [[40,20,{10,4}]]9 [[40,17,{10,5}]]9
51 (5,2,0) [[41,1,{36,2}]]9?
52 (5,2,1) [[41,2,{35,2}]]9
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Table 5 Good 9-ary AQCs (Continued)
No. (t,m, `) (dz,δ ) Q from Th. 4 Q from Th. 5 Q from Th. 6 Q from Th. 7
53 (5,3,2) [[41,5,{29,2}]]9 [[41,3,{29,3}]]9 [[41,1,{29,4}]]9
54 (5,4,3) [[41,9,{24,2}]]9 [[41,7,{24,3}]]9 [[41,5,{24,4}]]9 [[41,2,{24,5}]]9
55 (5,5,3) (20,19) [[41,13,{20,2}]]9 [[41,11,{20,3}]]9 [[41,9,{20,4}]]9 [[41,6,{20,5}]]9
56 (5,5,4) [[41,14,{19,2}]]9 [[41,12,{19,3}]]9 [[41,10,{19,4}]]9 [[41,7,{19,5}]]9
57 (5,6,5) [[41,20,{14,2}]]9 [[41,18,{14,3}]]9 [[41,16,{14,4}]]9 [[41,13,{14,5}]]9
58 (5,7,4) [[41,25,{10,2}]]9 [[41,23,{10,3}]]9 [[41,21,{10,4}]]9 [[41,18,{10,5}]]9
59 (6,2,0) [[42,1,{37,2}]]9?
60 (6,2,1) [[42,2,{36,2}]]9
61 (6,3,2) [[42,5,{30,2}]]9 [[42,3,{30,3}]]9 [[42,1,{30,4}]]9
62 (6,5,4) (20,19) [[42,14,{20,2}]]9 [[42,12,{20,3}]]9 [[42,10,{20,4}]]9 [[42,7,{20,5}]]9
63 (6,7,3) [[42,24,{11,2}]]9 [[42,22,{11,3}]]9 [[42,20,{11,4}]]9 [[42,17,{11,5}]]9
64 (6,7,5) [[42,26,{10,2}]]9 [[42,24,{10,3}]]9 [[42,22,{10,4}]]9 [[42,19,{10,5}]]9
65 (7,2,0) [[43,1,{38,2}]]9?
66 (7,2,1) [[43,2,{37,2}]]9
67 (7,3,1) [[43,4,{32,2}]]9 [[43,2,{32,3}]]9
68 (7,3,2) [[43,5,{31,2}]]9 [[43,3,{31,3}]]9 [[43,1,{31,4}]]9
69 (7,7,3) (12,11) [[43,24,{12,2}]]9 [[43,22,{12,3}]]9 [[43,20,{12,4}]]9 [[43,17,{12,5}]]9
70 (7,7,4) [[43,25,{11,2}]]9 [[43,23,{11,3}]]9 [[43,21,{11,4}]]9 [[43,18,{11,5}]]9
71 (7,7,6) [[43,27,{10,2}]]9 [[43,25,{10,3}]]9 [[43,23,{10,4}]]9 [[43,20,{10,5}]]9
72 (8,2,0) [[44,1,{39,2}]]9?
73 (8,2,1) [[44,2,{38,2}]]9
74 (8,3,1) [[44,4,{33,2}]]9 [[44,2,{33,3}]]9
75 (8,3,2) [[44,5,{32,2}]]9 [[44,3,{32,3}]]9 [[44,1,{32,4}]]9
76 (8,4,2) [[44,8,{27,2}]]9 [[44,6,{27,3}]]9 [[44,4,{27,4}]]9 [[44,1,{27,5}]]9
77 (8,4,3) [[44,9,{26,2}]]9 [[44,7,{26,3}]]9 [[44,5,{26,4}]]9 [[44,2,{26,5}]]9
78 (8,7,1) (14,13) [[44,22,{14,2}]]9 [[44,20,{14,3}]]9 [[44,18,{14,4}]]9 [[44,15,{14,5}]]9
79 (8,7,5) [[44,26,{11,2}]]9 [[44,24,{11,3}]]9 [[44,22,{11,4}]]9 [[44,19,{11,5}]]9
80 (9,2,0) [[45,1,{40,2}]]9?
81 (9,2,1) [[45,2,{39,2}]]9
82 (9,3,1) [[45,4,{34,2}]]9 [[45,2,{34,3}]]9
83 (9,3,2) [[45,5,{33,2}]]9 [[45,3,{33,3}]]9 [[45,1,{33,4}]]9
84 (9,4,2) [[45,8,{28,2}]]9 [[45,6,{28,3}]]9 [[45,4,{28,4}]]9 [[45,1,{28,5}]]9
85 (9,4,3) [[45,9,{27,2}]]9 [[45,7,{27,3}]]9 [[45,5,{27,4}]]9 [[45,2,{27,5}]]9
86 (9,7,0) (15,14) [[45,21,{15,2}]]9 [[45,19,{15,3}]]9 [[45,17,{15,4}]]9 [[45,14,{15,5}]]9
87 (9,7,6) [[45,27,{11,2}]]9 [[45,25,{11,3}]]9 [[45,23,{11,4}]]9 [[45,20,{11,5}]]9
Denote by N the Vandermonde matrix with nonzero determinant DN derived by deleting
the last column and the last row of M1. Subtracting cq+1 times the first row from the last
row ofM1 reveals that
DM1 = (d
q+1− cq+1)DN 6= 0.
When aq+1 = bq+1 6= cq+1 = dq+1, then, by Lemma 1, aq + a 6= bq + b and cq + c 6=
dq+d. For brevity, let λy = y2q+1+ yq+2 for y ∈ {a,b,c,d}. Let DM2 be the determinant of
M2 =

1 1 1 1
aq+1 bq+1 cq+1 dq+1
aq+a bq+b cq+ c dq+d
λa λb λc λd
 .
First, subtract cq+1 times the first row from the second row ofM2. Then subtract dq+1 times
the first row from the third row of the resulting matrix. Subtract dq+1 times the third row
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from the fourth row of this last matrix to get a matrix which we callP . Using the cofactor
expansion along the fourth column ofP tells us that
DM2 = [(c
q+ c)− (dq+d)][(bq+b)− (aq+a)] · (aq+1− cq+1)(aq+1−dq+1) 6= 0.
Case III. Without lost of generality, let us assume that aq+1,bq+1, and cq+1 are pairwise
distinct and cq+1 = dq+1. Let DM3 be the determinant of
M3 =

1 1 1 1
aq+1 bq+1 cq+1 dq+1
a2(q+1) b2(q+1) c2(q+1) d2(q+1)
aq+a bq+b cq+ c dq+d
 .
Also, letN ′ be the Vandermonde matrix with nonzero determinant DN ′ derived by deleting
the last column and the last row ofM3. Subtracting the third column from the fourth column
ofM3 and using the cofactor expansion along the fourth row of the resulting matrix shows
that
DM3 = [(d
q+d)− (cq+ c)]DN ′ 6= 0.
We conclude that, in this case, the columns in (19) are linearly independent.
Case IV. In the case where aq+1,bq+1,cq+1 and dq+1 are pairwise distinct, we have a Van-
dermonde matrix 
1 1 1 1
aq+a bq+b cq+ c dq+d
(aq+a)2 (bq+b)2 (cq+ c)2 (dq+d)2
(aq+a)3 (bq+b)3 (cq+ c)3 (dq+d)3
 .
The columns in (19) are, therefore, linearly independent.
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